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2ReMI – EP contact: Jeroen.Boydens@kuleuven.be
• Concurrent Software (MultiCore)
• Embedded Software Development
• Software Testing
• Design Patterns
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Research Projects->Pitch P. Cordemans
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Project Proposal: Real-Life Immunity
3Project Proposal ReMI FMEC-EP 
Issues With Current Immunity Testing
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• all test methods start from the assumption that source of 
the EM disturbance is far from the possible victim, but EM 
environment has changed a lot over the last years!!
Find the electronic products….
Modern EM Environment
Intra-system EMI (embedded systems) is becoming more important!
4Project Proposal Real-Life Immunity 
Looking for industrial partners
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• Real-Life Immunity - 2 parallel tracks
o Hardware track leading to improved testing and design 
rules
• To be used while designing embedded hardware
• Counters possible EMC-attacks
• Leading partner Davy.Pissoort@KULeuven.be
o Software track leading to immunity-aware software
• To be used while designing, refactoring and re-engineering 
embedded software
• Counters possible EMC-attacks not solvable in hardware or 
when hardware is already produced
• Leading partner Jeroen.Boydens@KULeuven.be
• See project overview, come to me.
ReMI - FMEC contact: Davy.Pissoort@kuleuven.be
• EMC & Signal Integrity
• Overall Reliability
• Thermal & Mechanical Behavior
• Highly Accelerated Lifetime Testing
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5Electro-Magnetic Compatibility
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In-situ measurements
Short Courses/Seminars
In-house measurements
Shielding-Effectiveness Materials
More than 25 years
of experience !
Environmental Testing
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HALT-testing Climate Chamber 
+ shaker
6Research Projects
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ReMI - EMAS contact: Joan.Peuteman@kuleuven.be
• Power Electronics & Automation
• Power Quality (EMC)
• Efficiency & Productivity
• Reliable Networking
• Renewable Energy
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Power Quality
Power Quality Analyzer
Solution:
Filtering
LeCROY oscilloscope
Analyzing:
Spectrum
Power Quality
problems
joan.peuteman@kuleuven.be
dries.vanoost@kuleuven.be
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Control of 
magnetic properties 
Elastic energy
Electric energy
Magnetic energy
dries.vanoost@kuleuven.be
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8ReMI - Ecorea contact: Hans.Hallez@kuleuven.be
• Analog and Digital signal processing
• Algorithm development
• FPGA & DSP Implementations
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Research project proposal:
Multimodal Sensors for Food Intake Activity Monitoring
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• Elderly population
o 12% suffers from malnutrition
o detrimental effect of physical and mental health
o high priority for self-empowerment
• Monitoring activity of daily living (ADL) for food intake activity
o Provide feedback to health care provider and elderly
o Empower the elderly to stimulate food intake
• Goal
o build a monitoring system for ADL - food intake
o provide technology for follow-up projects for validation in larger populations
o IWT- Tetra funding
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Personal and Environment Sensors for Feeding ADL
Investigation of a wide range of sensors to detect feeding ADL
Realitic data gathering using elderly persons
Behaviour analysis with respect to feeding activity
Algorithm design and testing
From unimodal to multimodal: compromise between complexity and performance
Implementation of the algorithm and power optimization in the 
monitoring system in embedded systems
• accelerometers in recepticles, glasses, cutlery
• monitoring of furnace, microwave
• presence in kitchen
• Collecting dataset of all sensor nodes and signals
• Selection of relevant and feasible sensors
• Finding an optimal set of sensors
• Algorithm performance
• Proof-of-concept
Field testing in Flanders Care project and in Care Innovation Platforms
starting a follow-up project towards a rollout in larger population
smart cutlery
Contact:
Hans.Hallez@kuleuven.be
Bart.VanRumste@esat.kuleuven.be
